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ABSTRACT
Title of Research paper:

Study on Some Key Technologies of Shallow
Draught Bulk Carrier based on EEDI

Degree:

MSc

Since global warming becomes a hot issue in recent years, the governments all over
the world and many international organizations have been making great efforts to
reduce the CO2 emissions. To combat with CO2 emissions, IMO adopted the new
regulations on energy efficiency for ships(EEDI) in 2011. The advanced shipbuilding
countries have been studying technologies for energy-saving, such as the optimization
of the propulsion unit and the hull’s linetype, and the application of new energy for
many years. China, on the whole, is lagged behind in the field of environmentallyfriendly ship building technology, and there is a big gap between China and them.

To develop the inland logistics is the demand of the times for China, the river-ocean
through transportation is a good solution to transfer the bulk cargoes from coastal
cities to inland cities. There are many shipyards in Zhejiang province, and most of
them focus on building shallow draught bulk carriers. In order to develop a desirable
ship type with excellent EEDI for river-ocean through transportation, this research
paper aims to study some key technologies of shallow draught bulk carrier. At first,
the thesis illustrates the context of EEDI, including the origin of EEDI, the calculation
formula, the parameters in the formula and the reference line. Then relevant routes
and ports for shallow draught bulk carrier and their requirements on the principal
dimensions are analyzed. A 45000 DWT bulk carrier built by Taizhou Fengye
shipyard is taken as an example to study some key technologies for improving and
Validating the EEDI. Specifically, based on the calculation formula, some measures
and technologies are studied: for instance, the optimization design of ship’s principal
dimensions and linetype, high-efficient ship propeller, matching the speed and power,
and improving the capacity. Finally, the process of EEDI verification is introduced.

KEY WORDS: EEDI, Technology, shallow draught bulk carrier, emission reduction,
optimization
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 The environmental harm from shipping

Since the global warming becomes a hot issue in recent years, the governments all
over the world and many international organizations have been making great efforts to
reduce the CO2 emissions. From the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change
to the Kyoto Protocol, the appeal for energy conservation and emissions reduction
has become increasingly stronger. Undoubtedly, low-carbon economy is imperative
and is our common goal today. For a long time, the shipping industry has undertaken
the most of international transportation, and greatly promoted the integration of global
economy (Chen, 2011, P155). In the past, compared with the highway or air
transportation, shipping, as shown in figure 1.1, was considered to be the most clean
and environmentally-friendly mode of transportation.

However, with the boom of the number of commercial ships and the trend towards a
bigger ship size, more and more fossil fuels are consumed in shipping, and a large
amount of GHG was discharged. According to the Second IMO GHG Study 2009, the
CO2 emissions from shipping accounted for around 3.3% of the total amount in the
world. This figure was estimated to rise steadily, increasing by 150%-250% in 2050
(IMO, 2009a). It is urgent for the IMO to combat with CO2 emissions, by adopting
some new regulations on energy efficiency for ships(EEDI) in 2011. Therefore, to
reduce EEDI and meet the new standards, it is necessary for us to study some
technologies for energy-saving reasons, such as the optimization of the propulsion
unit, propeller and the hull’s linetype, the development of new energy-saving
equipment, and the application of new energy.

1

Figure 1.1： Typical ranges of CO2 efficiencies of different transportation modes
Source: IMO.(2009b). Policy options for reduction of GHG emissions from ships.

In fact, some shipbuilding powers, such as Japan and Korea, have taken some actions
to confront the current situation. They focus on the low-carbon technology, including
the ship power technology, the reduction of resistance and emissions. By adopting
advanced modern technologies of ship design and manufacturing, the western Europe,
the United States, Russia and other developed shipbuilding countries have optimized
the hull’s linetype of ships engaged in river-ocean combined transportation, and
equipped them with the most advanced power energy-saving device, propulsion and
control unit. In recent years, China began to pay attention to the new international
regulations about EEDI, and had carried out some extensive and in-depth researches
on it. Nevertheless, China, on the whole, is lagged behind in the field of green ship
technology, and there is a big gap between China and the shipbuilding powers,
especially in the design and building of shallow draft bulk carrier used in river-ocean
through transportation. The EEDI of these ships are difficult to control due to the
special environmental factors of shallow water. Many key technologies remain to be
further improved.

1.2 The role of shallow draft bulk carrier in China's modern transportation

2

With the development of foreign trade, the scale of water transportation in China has
shown a considerable increase in recent years. According to a report (2013) from the
Ministry of Transportation, the amount of water transportation in China grew to 7,944
billion Ton-kms in 2012, and the cargo throughput of ports rose to 10.8 billion tons.
The coastal cities were paying more and more attention to the port construction.
Today, there are more than 30,000 berths operating in China, including 1886 berths of
10,000 DWT and above1. At the same time, the Ships’ performance of safety and
economy has been improving by introducing some new technologies in ship design
and building. But how to transport bulk cargo efficiently and economically is always a
hot issue. As is mentioned above, the amount of CO2 emissions is closely related to
the mode of transportation. In China, the government has outlined the plan for the
development of national transportation construction. The water transportation has
been deemed as the most important way for bulk cargo. In the future, the inland water
transport network, such as the Yangtze river, will be expanded to promote the
development of the middle and west area in China. It is not only the demand of the
transfer of manufacturing industry from east to west, but also the requirement of
saving energy and reducing consumption (State Council of the PRC, 2014).

River-ocean combined transportation is a good solution to bulk cargo transfer from
coastal cities to inland cities. River-ocean combined transportation can be segmented
lightering or through transportation. In the river-ocean through transportation, no
barge is needed and the cargo will be transported directly to the port of destination
(Jiang, 2011). The pressure of the ports of transshipment will be relieved and the time
of transportation will decrease. Consequently, the cost of transportation and the cargo
damages rate will reduce. Therefore, the river-ocean through transportation is more
efficient and economical than segmented lightering because there is no transit
shipment. Shallow draught bulk carriers can be used for river-ocean combined
transportation. The Yangtze River and Pearl River in China stem from the inland and
have vast hinterland. It is possible for the cities alongside these rivers to transport
cargo directly to the coastal cities, Hong Kong, Marco, Taiwan, even the far east area,
east Asia and southeast Asia countries. Zhejiang province is located in the south of
1

web site gives further information on courses:

http://www.moc.gov.cn/zfxxgk/bnssj/zhghs/201405/t20140513_1618277.html
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the Yangtze river delta. A shipping network is made up of the ports in Zhejiang
province and the ports in Northeast Asia and western Pacific. The strategic position
has become increasingly prominent, particularly when the Ningbo-Zhoushan port has
become the largest port in China. Moreover, both Taizhou port and Wenzhou Port are
connected with rivers.

Figure 1.2: Port of Ningbo-Zhoushan

Zhejiang province can take advantage of its position to conduct river-ocean through
transportation. It will be beneficial for the development of inland logistics. Not
surprisingly, shallow draft ships are widely used. But in the past decades, riverboats
navigating into the sea or the seagoing vessels navigating into the inland ports were
the two main choices for river-ocean through transportation. It was out-dated. As it is
usually difficult for the riverboats to adapt to the sea condition, using riverboats to
transport cargo form inland to sea is dangerous. On the other hand, it is also very
difficult for seagoing vessels to navigate in river because most of the channels in
rivers are shallow. The draft will be strictly restricted according to the depth of water,
and the economic benefit is unsatisfactory. Many researches indicate that both of
these two modes have limitations and cannot achieve the best potential of combined
transportation (Jiang, 2006). Since the requirements of CO2 emissions become
increasingly strict, it is urgent to develop energy-efficient shallow draught bulk
carriers to comply with the new regulations on EEDI.
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1.3 The development of shallow draft bulk carrier

The prototype of the modern river-ocean through transportation appeared between
inland waters and enclosed-waters in Europe in the 1920s. At that time, the
transportation were mainly inland river ships and small ocean-going ships which had
a good condition. The Soviet Union began to develop river-ocean through
transportation in the 1950s, and it boomed after 1970s. The development of riverocean through transportation in Western Europe was rapid. The annual amount of
transport was 2.2 million tons in 1980, reaching 5 million tons in 1985. During the
same period, the river-ocean through transportation in America developed rapidly too
(Wang, 1993). Both of the European Union and the United States issued some
preferential policies to encourage the development of river-ocean through
transportation. In the EU’s development planning for the inland waterway
transportation which was made in 2003, a program was established to promote the
river-ocean through transportation by taking advantage of the Rhine to cut down on
the transshipment and reduce pollution (Mihic., Golusin., Mihajlovic. 2011). At
present, there are various types of shallow draft bulk carriers under service in the
Mississippi River, the Mediterranean sea and Japan’s coastal ports.

Compared with these countries, China was a little late to study on the technologies of
shallow draft bulk carrier, beginning at the 1950s. The feasibility and efficiency of
river-ocean through transportation were analyzed at first. Then in the early 1970s, a
5000-ton oil tanker was used to operate on the voyage from Changling city Hunan
Province to Dalian and Japan. In the middle 1970s, a 5,000-ton bulk carrier navigated
from Qinhuangdao to Wuhan successfully. Larger ships can arrive at Nanjing and
Wuhan during the flood period. Afterwards, a large number of shallow draft ships
were built to engage in the voyages from the Yangtze or Pearl river to coastal cities,
especially in Hubei, Jiangxi, Jiangsu and Guangdong provinces. The business of riverocean through transportation boomed. In the 1990s, the government paid more
attention to the river-ocean through transportation, and allocated resources for the
research on technologies of shallow draft ships (Xu, 2007). Entering the 21st century,
the rapid economic development provided abundant cargoes for water transportation.
It stimulated the development of river-ocean through transportation. From the simple
5

ships of 500 gross tonnage to multipurpose ships of more than 35,000 gross tonnage,
the ships used for river-ocean through transportation have improved considerably.
Particularly, the mainstream types of these ships are bulk carrier and container ship
(Hou, 2013).

In Zhejiang province, there are many shipyards, and most of them focus on building
shallow draught bulk carriers. Taking Taizhou City as an example, there are 61
shipyards in 2014, and most of them mainly built bulk carrier of 5,000 to 50,000
DWT (TZMSA, 2015).

1.4 Objectives and main content of the research

1.4.1 The objectives of the research
This research aims to analyze the current situation of shallow draught bulk carrier in
China and study some key technologies on energy conservation. In other words, the
main objective of the research is to illustrate some key technologies of shallow
draught bulk carrier for the challenge of EEDI Code.

1.4.2 The main content of the research

(1) The EEDI system research and project design: The implementation of EEDI is
not only a challenge but also an opportunity for shipping industry. This paper will
firstly introduce the meaning of EEDI and the principles in the calculation of EEDI;
analyze the internal relationship between the EEDI and the ship’s elements; and then
find out the key factors influencing the EEDI of shallow draft bulk carrier.

(2) The optimization of the ship’s principal dimensions: This paper will analyze
the characteristics of shallow draft bulk carrier and identify its advantages and
disadvantages; analyze the meteorological hydrological conditions of main routes and
ports for shallow draft bulk carrier, especially in Yangtze river delta, the Pearl river
delta and the southeast Asia; and use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method to
obtain the optimal principal dimensions.
6

(3) Technologies for reducing the resistance: If the speed is given, the power
needed for a specific displacement will decrease when the resistance was reduced.
The shallow draft bulk carrier is usually flat and wide, and the resistance is larger than
other types of ships. To develop the shallow draft bulk carriers which are suitable for
inland waterway, the shallow water effect and bank effect for different ship forms will
be analyzed.

(4) Technologies for main engine to save energy: Some latest IMO new standards,
specially the emission standards (Tier II), will be analyzed. Meanwhile, the
relationship between the revolving speed of the main engine, effective power and
specific fuel consumption characteristics will be analyzed. Taking the ship resistance
performance and speed into account, the author will try to find some technologies to
reduce the costs of fuel oil and improve the benefits in the ship operation, and
introduce some lasted energy-saving technologies used in the shipbuilding industry.

(5) Study on highly efficient propeller and the matching condition between the
ship, machine and propeller: Chapter 4 discusses the relationship of energy between
the ship, machine and propeller, establishes balance under different working
conditions, and then illustrates the main technique index of the ship, machine and
propeller, including power, torque and fuel consumption rate. Furthermore, threedimensional viscous flow numerical simulation technique is used to design highefficient ship propeller. This paper tries to figure out the matching condition between
the ship, machine and propeller when navigating in shallow water to obtain an optimal
energy-saving performance.

(6) Optimal design of ship structure and the application of high-strength steel:
The high-strength steel has been widely used in ship building owing to its strength
and good performance in welding. When it is used in ship’s shell plate and some other
important parts, the thickness of steel can be reduced by 20 ~ 30%, and the weight
will be lessen by 15%, too (Zhang & He, 2012). It can not only save the building cost,
but also increase the cargo capacity. The paper studies the application of high-strength
steel in the building of shallow draught bulk carriers, analyzes the difficulties in the
7

processes of ship design and welding when the high-strength steel is used, and then
puts forward some recommendations.

(7) The verification of the EEDI: After the general study on EEDI, this article
will concentrate on the verification of EEDI, including the preliminary verification at
the design stage and the final verification at trial stage. Based on a specific ship type,
the research is carried out to check the whole process, particularly the selection of
various parameters. Finally, conducting the calculation and verifying whether it meets
the requirements of emissions at the current phase.
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CHAPTER 2
Research on EEDI

2.1 The origin of EEDI

At the MEPC57 and MEPC58, the member States put forward a series of proposals
about the environment protection, including the EEDI for new ships, EEOI and the
market mechanism for CO2 emissions. In 2011, the Regulations on Energy Efficiency
for Ships was adopted as the resolution MEPC.203(62) which was an amendment to
MARPOL Annex VI, and entered into force on Jan 1st, 2013. It made the shipping
industry become the first global industry to take measures to reduce CO2 emission.
After January 1, 2013, ships of more than 400 gross tonnage must calculate the EEDI,
and meet the corresponding requirements of energy efficiency (baseline). The EEDI
baseline values for ships built during 2015-2020 will be 10% lower than that at the
first stage of implementation of the regulation, and will decrease by 20% between
2020 and 2024 (IMO, 2011).
The requirements of
energy efficiency(IMO)

Operational measures

Technical measures

(SEEMP, EEOI)

(EEDI)

Market-based
mechanism (MBM)

Figure 2.1: Measures to improve energy efficiency

The basic concepts of SEEMP, EEOI and EEDI are as follows:
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(1) EEDI(Energy Efficiency Design Index) refers to a measuring tool to
indicate the inherent level of the CO2 emission when the ship is under design or
construction.
(2) SEEMP (Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan) is a set of files used to
improve the efficiency when the ship is in operation.
(3) EEOI (Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator) refers to a tool to monitor the
ship’s operating efficiency and is the main measure to evaluate the effect of SEEMP.

EEDI raised more stringent standards for ship design, production technology,
equipment and the application of new technology. Since the new rules were
introduced, the ship builders were the first to be affected. They had to make great
efforts to construct ships under the new requirements.

2.2 The EEDI calculation formula and its meaning

As is mentioned above, EEDI is an indicator of ship energy efficiency level. In a
nutshell, EEDI formula is the ratio of the amount of CO2 emissions to cargo capacity,
and it represents the amount of CO2 emission when 1 ton of cargo is transported 1
nautical mile on a specified speed. The denominator is the product of cargo
capacity(Capacity) and the stipulated speed (Vref). The molecules can be divided into
two parts. One is the product of the engine power and the respective fuel consumption,
and the other part is the improvement of energy efficiency by reducing the oil
consumption with new technology (IMO, 2009c). the following is the calculation
formula for attained EEDI(MARPOL (1973/1978）), as well as the meaning of some
parameters:
neff
  M nPTI
  neff
 M   nME



f
P

C

SFC

P

C

SFC


f

P

f

P
C

SFC
  j    ME (i) FME (i) ME(i)   AE FAE AE     j  PTI (i)  eff (i) AEeff (i)  FAE AE     f eff (i)  Peff (i)  CFME  SFCME 
i1


 j1   i1

  j1 i1
  i1
fi  capacity Vref  fw

2.2.1 Cf: conversion factor of Dimensionless carbon
Based on the carbon’s content, the fuel oil consumption can be converted to CO2
emissions, and be indicated by the CO2 emissions of 1 ton fuel oil(t-C02/t-fuel). Cf
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should be determined by checking the corresponding value of oil (table 2.1) when the
SFC is the value given in the test report which is contained in the NOx technical files.

Table 2.1: The corresponding value of various fuel oil
The type of oil

Reference level

Carbon equivalent

CF

The diesel/gasoline

IS0 8217

0.8744

3.206

0.8594

3.151

0.8493

3.114

0.8182

3.000

0.8264

3.030

0.7500

2.750

level DMX –level DMC
Light

fuel

oil IS0 8217
level RMA –level RMD

(LFO)
Heavy

fuel

oil IS0 8217

(HFO)

level RME –level RMK

Liquefied

Propane,

petroleum

gas butane

(LPG)
Liquefied

natural

gas (LNG)
Source: IMO. (2009c). Interim Guidelines On The Method Of Calculation Of The Energy Efficiency
Design Index For New Ships(MEPC. 1/Circ.681).

2.2.2 Vref
Vref refers to the ship’s speed provided that the ship is navigating at specified engine
power in deep water when the sea is calm, and the ship is carrying a specified amount
of cargo on board (IMO, 2009c). In practice, to attain Vref, we should firstly measure
the speed in the trial stage with specified amount of cargo, and then correct it to the
value at calm sea condition according to the relevant rules (ISO 15016: 2002 or other
equivalent standards).

2.2.3 Carrying capacity

The selection of calculating unit of Capacity should be done according to the different
types of ships (IMO, 2009c):
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a. With respect to the bulk carrier, tanker, ro-ro ship, general cargo ship,
refrigerator ship, combined carrier and offshore supply ship, the carrying capacity
should be expressed with deadweight tonnage (DWT).
b. As to the passenger ship and ro-ro passenger ship, it should be expressed with
gross tonnage (GT) as defined in ILLC 1969.
c. For container ship:
(1) When calculating the Attained EEDI, use 70% of DWT as its Capacity;
(2) When determining the required EEDI, 100% of DWT should be used
(Required EEDI = (1- X/100)*a*100%DWT-C).
DWT refers to the difference of tonnage between the summer displacement in the
sea when the gravity is 1.025 kg/m3 and the light weight. Summer draft should be the
maximum summer draft in the stability booklet approved by the competent authority
or the recognized organizations.

2.2.4 Power(P)

Power means the power of the main or auxiliary engine. ME and AE represent the
main engine and auxiliary engine respectively. PME(i) refers to the 75% percent of
each main engine’s maximum continuous rating(MCR) which is recorded on the
EIAPP certificate. If no EIAPP(Engine International Air Pollution Prevention)
certificate is required for the main engine, the MCR should be the value on the
nameplate (IMO, 2009c).
The additional consumption or absorption of shaft power can be determined by:

a. Shaft generator: the power shall be taken as 75% of the rated output power.
There are two solutions to calculate the influence of shaft generator:
Solution 1: when the maximum allowable deduction amount of PME(i) does not
exceed the PAE used to calculate the EEDI, the calculation formula should be:
PME(i) = 0.75* (MCRME(i) - PPTO(i))
Solution 2: if the actual power of the main engine is higher than value limited
through technical means, then for the calculation of Vref and EEDI, PME(i) should be
75% of the limited value.
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MCRME (with shaft generator)

Power

= MCRMEO+PPTO

Step 1

MCRME (without shaft generator):
Corresponding to traditional design

Step 2

75%MCR0
=0.75*(MCRME-PPTO)

Vref

Speed

Figure2.2: How to determine the PME(i)
b: Shaft motor
PPTIi – refers to dividing the 75% of each shaft motor’s rated power by the
weighted average efficiency of the generators. The propulsive power at the speed of
Vref is:
∑PME(i)+ ∑PPTI(i)
If the actual power of the main engine is higher than the value limited through
technical means, then for the calculation of Vref and EEDI, PME(i) should be 75% of
the limited value. PAE refers to the needed power of auxiliary engine to ensure the ship
navigating at speed of Vref with specified cargo (Capacity) on board, including the
power of the propulsion machinery/systems and engine for domestic use, but
excluding those which are not use for propulsion, such as side thruster, cargo pump,
ballast pump, cargo handling gear and ventilators in cargo place (IMO, 2009c).
(1) For those ships whose main engine is 10,000 KW or above:
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(2) For those ships whose main engine is less than10,000 KW:

PAE: When the ship’s speed is Vref, and if the result of PAE calculated from formula (1)
or (2) indicated above and the actual total power are very different, the PAE should be
the consumed power on the electric power meter divided by the weighted average
efficiency of generator power. The power meter used for calculating EEDI should be
checked. When the environmental conditions affect any figure on the electric power
meter, usually, PAE should be the maximum designed power load (IMO, 2009c).
Peff refers to the output power from innovative technology of energy under 75% of the
main engine power. It is unnecessary to calculate the exhaust heat energy recycled
directly connected to the shaft mechanically. When the ship is installed with dual fuel
engines or more than one main engine, CFME and SFCME in the formula should be the
weighted average power of all main engines. When PPTI(i) > 0, the weighted average
value of SFCME*CFME and SFCAE*CFAE should be used for calculating the Peff (IMO,
2009c) .
PAEeff means the reduced power of auxiliary engine with the adoption of the
innovative technology of energy efficiency when the ship is at PMEi state. Figure 2.3
shows the general layout of power allocation on board (IMO, 2009c).
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Auxiliary
engines

Heating
cargo

boilers

Side thruster

Switch panel

cargo pump
ballast pump

cargo handling
gear
refrigeration
equipment

shaft motor
（PPTI）

shaft
generator
（PPTO）

Recycled exhaust
heat (PAEeff)

PAE
Main engine
(PME)

shaft
power(Ps)

Pumps for ME
(2.5%PMr)
Accommodation
(250KW or 2.5%PMr)

Figure 2.3: The general layout of power allocation on board.

2.2.5 The parameter for fuel consumption (SFC)

SFC refers to the specific fuel consumption of diesel engine per unit, expressed by
g/kWh. SFCME and SFCAE stand for the fuel consumption of the main engine and
auxiliary engine respectively. As to the engines which have been certificated
according to the E2 or E3 test cycle in the technical regulations on NOX Regulations
2008, the SFCME(i) is the fuel consumption recorded in the technical files when the
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main engine is under work conditions of 75% of MCR or 75% of the rated torque. For
the engines which have been certificated according to the D2 or C1 test cycle, the
SFCAE(i) is the fuel consumption recorded in the technical files when the main engine
is under work conditions of 50% of MCR or 50% of the rated torque. With respect to
those engines less than 130 KW without EIAPP certificate, SFC should be the value
which is formulated by the manufacturer and has been approved by the competent
authority (IMO, 2009c).
SFC should be revised by low calorific value of fuel standard (42700 kJ/kg) based on
ISO standards(ISO 15550:2002 and ISO 3046-1:2002). For some specific types of
ships, such as the passenger ship, if the result of PAE calculated from formula (1) or (2)
and the actual total power are very different, the SFCAE should be the fuel
consumption recorded in the technical files when the engine is under work conditions
of 75% of MCR or 75% of the rated torque, and the SFCAE should be the weighted
average of each auxiliary engine(SFCAE(i)) (IMO, 2009c).
If the test report contained in the NOx technical files is not available, SFC should be
the value which is formulated by the manufacturer and has been approved by the
competent authority. If part of the power at normal maximum sea load (NMSL) is
provided by the shaft generator, then for this part of power, the SFCME can be used to
substitute SFCAE. For LNG engines, the SFC measured with kJ/kW should be revised
to value measured with g/kWh (IMO, 2009c).
2.2.6 fj - the correction coefficient for the compensation of ship’s special design
(1) Ice strengthened ship: because the ship navigates in ice region and it is
necessary to increase the main engine power, a correction coefficient is added to
compensate for the adverse effect on EEDI for this kind of ice reinforce. The
coefficient should be the larger one between fj0 and fjmin in the table 2.2, but it should
not be more than 1 (IMO, 2009c).
(2) Shuttle tanker with redundant propulsion: the fj coefficient should be 0.77. It
applies to the tankers of 80,000 to 160,000 deadweight tonnage (IMO, 2009c). Shuttle
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tanker is used to transport crude oil from offshore facilities. It is usually equipped
with twin-screws for dynamic positioning and marked with class notation of
redundant propulsion.

(3) Currently, only the liquid cargo ship, bulk carrier and general cargo ship apply
to the rules for ice strengthened ship(1). The fj of other types of ship shall be 1.0.

Table 2.2: The correction coefficient for power of ice strengthened ship

Source: IMO. (2009c). Interim Guidelines On The Method Of Calculation Of The Energy Efficiency
Design Index For New Ships(MEPC. 1/Circ.681).

2.2.7 fi- the correction coefficient for capacity
Sometimes, there are restrictions on the capacity due to the requirements of ship
technology or regulations, then the capacity need to be compensated with the
corresponding correction coefficient fi. If there is no need to consider this factor, the
coefficient should be assumed to be 1.0. As to the ice strengthened ship, the
coefficient should be the smaller one between fi0 and fi,max in table 2.3, but it should
not be less than 1 (IMO, 2009c).
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Table 2.3: The correction coefficient for capacity of ice strengthened ship

2.2.8 fiVSE
The fiVSE refers to the correction coefficient for capacity of those ships with
voluntarily strengthened structure. It can be got from the following formulas:
fivsE=
DWT(reference design)=

ship – LIGHT WEIGH(reference design)

DWT(enhanced design)=

ship – LIGHT WEIGH(enhanced design)

The same displacement for reference design and enhanced design should be used in
the calculation (IMO, 2009c).

2.2.9 fiCSR- the correction coefficient for capacity of those bulk carriers and
tankers complying with the CSR standard

If the bulk carrier or oil tanker is constructed according to common structural rules
(CSR) and has been marked with CSR notations, the fiCSR should be revised by the
following correction coefficient for capacity (IMO, 2009c).

DWTCSR :the dead weight capacity,
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LWTCSR: the light weight.

2.2.10 fc- the correction coefficient for hold capacity
For the chemical tanker as defined in MARPOL annex II, the correction coefficient
for hold capacity is (IMO, 2009c):
When R< 0.98, fc=R-0.014,
When R≥ 0.98, fc=1.00.

For those gas tanker equipped with diesel engine for direct propulsion system, the
correction coefficient for hold capacity should be (IMO, 2009c):
fc=R- 0.56.
R refers to the ratio between DWT (t) and total volume of cargo tanks (m3).

2.2.11 fw
fw refers to the dimensionless coefficient of the reduction of speed when the ship is
sailing in the typical sea condition, including wave height, wave frequency and wind
speed (IMO, 2009c).

2.2.12 feffi- the proper-use factor for reflecting any innovative technology of
energy efficiency

feffi of waste heat recovery system is 1.0. Under this condition, the calculation of EEDI
is based on the ship’s normal navigation outside the ECA of annex VI of the
MARPOL Convention. As can be seen from the calculation formula, there are three
crucial parameters to determine the EEDI, including the speed, the DWT or GT, and
the installed power needed for the speed above (IMO, 2009c). These three parameters
are interactive and coordinated with each other. Using innovative technologies of
energy efficiency is a measure to optimize the EEDI.

At present, there is no clear definition of innovative technology on energy efficiency,
and no guidance is available for the choice of this factor. Further research on it is
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needed. According to the relevant information and experience, these innovative
technologies could be wind energy (windsurfing, kite), solar power, fuel cell,
alternative energy, the optimization of diesel engine, propeller, hull coating and ship’s
linetype, and so on. In addition, using innovative technology to reduce the fuel
consumption of auxiliary engines is also a measure to optimize the EEDI. Today, the
waste heat recovery system is widely used to recycle power. It can reduce the needed
output of diesel generator and reduce the CO2 emissions.
To sum up, through the analysis of the parameters in the EEDI formula, we can get
some measures, as indicated in table 2.4, to improve EEDI.

Table 2.4: Methods to improve EEDI

Parameters

Methods

Speed(Vref)/ the rated power of

a. slowing down to decrease the needed

ME(PME)

power;
b. increasing the speed at the same output
power through: lessening the resistance
from shallow water effect and the quay
wall effect by linetype optimization; using
highly efficient energy-saving main engine;
optimizing

the

propeller

efficiently;

matching the ship, engine and propeller;
using the coating of smaller resistance.
Dead weigh tonnage (Capacity)

Increasing the DWT at the same principal
dimension

through

the

structure

optimization of hull structure and the
extensive use of high-strength steel to
reduce light weight.
Specific Fuel Consumption(SFC)

the choice of main engine and its SMCR.

the rated power of AE(PAE)

associated with the ME’s power

Conversion factors of Dimensionless

the application of alternative energy such as

carbon (CF)

LNG fuel
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the correction coefficient for power (fj)

for ice strengthened ships (do not discuss in
this paper)

Reduced power of AE and ME (Peff,

technologies of energy-saving, such as

PAEeff)

waste heat recovery system

the correction coefficient for capacity

for ice strengthened ships (do not discuss in

(fi)

this paper)

the dimensionless coefficient of the reducing the effect of wind and wave to
reduction of speed (fw)

speed.

2.3 The Reference line of EEDI

At the MEPC conference held in 2008, no reference line of EEDI was adopted. But
the parties agreed to recount with the EEDI formula and the ship’s data of the same
type((Lloyd's Fairplay data). In the March 2009, Danish delegation submitted the
calculation formula for the reference line, and the main content was as follows
(Liu,2009,pp165-169):

The calculation of regression baseline should be based on the following
assumptions:
(1) For all the machinery and equipment, the coefficient of carbon emission
should be 3.13 ( g CO2/g Fuel). In other words: CFME = CFAE= CFeff =3.13;
(2) SFCME= 190g/kW·h;
(3) PME(i) is the 75% of each main engine;
(4) SFCAE=210g/kW·h
(5) AE’s power:
a. when the ME’s power is equal to or more than 1,000 KW,

b. when the ME’s power is less than 1,000 KW,

(6). fj=fi=fw=1.0;
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(7). For all the ships, do not consider the additional propulsion power from
auxiliary engines. It is to say: PPT (i) =0;
(8). Peff=0, do not consider innovation technology of energy efficiency.
Therefore, based on the assumptions above, we can get the average index value(AIV):

The physical dimension of this index and the selected Capacity are the same. AIV is
the basis to calculate the regression line, which refers to the reference line value at
different Capacities.
Reference line value = a ×b -c
According to the EEDI regulations (2011), the typical values of a, b and c are shown
in table 2.5.
Table 2.5: The Parameters for determination of reference values for the different ship types
Ship types defined in the regulation

a

b

c

2.25

Bulk carrier

961.79

DWT of the ship

0.477

2.26

Gas carrier

1120.00

DWT of the ship

0.456

2.27

Tanker

1218.80

DWT of the ship

0.488

2.28

Container ship

174.22

DWT of the ship

0.201

2.29

General cargo ship

107.48

DWT of the ship

0.216

2.30

Refrigerated cargo carrier

227.01

DWT of the ship

0.244

2.31

Combination carrier

1219.00

DWT of the ship

0.488

The value of a new ship’s EEDI calculated from the formula is Attained EEDI, and
the IMO requirement on the EEDI is Required EEDI. The Attained EEDI should be
smaller than Required EEDI. So, Attained EEDI≤ Required EEDI.
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In the Required EEDI= (1-X/l00) x RLV, X refers to the reduction factor for different
EEDI notations. The reduction factors for different types of ships at different stages
are shown in table 2.6.
Table 2.6: Reduction factors for different types of ships2
Ship type

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

2013.1.1-

2015.1.1-

2020.1.1-

After

2014.12.31

2019.12.31

2024.12.31

2025.1.1

0

10

20

30

NIL

0-10

0-20

0-30

0

10

20

30

2000-20000

NIL

0-10

0-20

0-30

>20000

0

10

20

30

4000-20000

NIL

0-10

0-20

0-30

container

>15000

0

10

20

30

ship

DWT
1000-15000

NIL

0-10

0-20

0-30

general

>15000

0

10

15

30

cargo ship

DWT
3000-15000

NIL

0-10

0-15

0-30

refrigerated

>5000

0.5130

10

15

30

cargo ship

DWT
0-10

0-15

0-30

10

15

30

0-10

0-15

0-30

bulk carrier

DWT

>20000
DWT
1000020000

gas carrier

>20000
DWT

tanker

DWT

3000-5000
combination

>5000

carrier

DWT

09575

3000-5000
Source: CCS. (2012). Rules for Green Ships.

2

Reduction factor is the linear interpolation between the two values.
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The reference line’s expression is the power function whose variable is the ship’s
capacity. The reference line is determined by regression analysis of a large number of
current ships’ EEDI. The mandatory standards on EEDI for a new ship are based on
the values of the same type of ship. It will increase gradually every few years, and it
means that the limit of EEDI will reduce gradually and the energy efficiency of a new
ship will improve gradually.
2.4 The influence of EEDI on ship’s design and construction in China

The Mandatory standards on CO2 emission and the EEDI for new ships brought some
challenges to China. EEDI upgraded the design standard. At the same time, the costs
of construction will increase due to the application of high value-added technologies.
Although the production of shipbuilding in our country is very large, the ability to
produce high technical additional value ship and ancillary equipment, and key
components for large-scale ship is insufficient. Moreover, there is a short of core
technology in the hull optimization design; the research and application of energysaving technology is weak; and we do not have independent intellectual property
rights of high technical additional value marine products. The implementation of
EEDI will make our problems be exposed in shipbuilding industry, thus influencing
the market competition, and threatening the development of shipbuilding.
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CHAPTER 3
Study on the Principal Dimensions of Shallow Draught Bulk Carrier

To determine the principal dimensions of a shallow draft bulk carrier, the influence of
various factors should be analyzed. A reasonable principal dimensions is very
important to the design of ship, and it is the precondition and foundation to improve
energy efficiency.

3.1 Some main domestic routes and ports and their requirements on the
principal dimensions

The main purpose of the study is to provide technical support for designing a single
screw and diesel engine driving shallow draft bulk carrier. This ship can engage in not
only international voyages (mainly southeast Asia) but also domestic routes to
transport bulk cargoes, including grain, coal, iron ore, steel coil plate, and other dry
goods. The study will focus on the routes and ports in China and southeast Asia. The
domestic routes can be classified into three kinds: north China routes, east China
routes, south China routes. Furthermore, according to the main characteristics of
shallow draft ship, the east China routes should include the inland route below
Nanjing in the Yangtze river, and the south China routes should include the Pearl
river system. Except the Yangtze river system and the Pearl river system, when ship is
navigating in other domestic ports, the main constraints for ship are from the port.
This paper will study the constraints of the coastal ports, and some of them will be
introduced as follows:

(1) Port of Dalian: the geographical coordinate is 121 °39 '17 "E, 38 °5' 44" N.
there are more than 80 modern professional berths for different cargoes, including
container, crude oil, refined oil, food, coal, ore, chemical products and passenger
ships. With respect to fairways, the Dagang fairway is -10m deep and 270m wide;
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from Siergou fairway to the second trestle fairway, it is -9.5m deep and 120m wide;
the Ganjinzi fairway is -9m deep and 180m wide; the Xianglujiao fairway is -8m deep
and 100m wide; the Dayaowan fairway is -10.7m deep and 210m wide; and the
Dalian bay fairway is -9.5m deep and 100m wide.

(2) Port of Qinhuangdao: the geographical coordinate is 119 °36 '26 "E, 39 °54'
24" N. There are 58 berths, including various terminals for crude oil, general cargo,
container, and the largest coal terminal which is equipped with automatic handling
gear. The designed annual throughput capacity is 0.13 billion tons. Particularly, the
coal terminals can handle with ships of 5,000 to 140,000 tons, and the annual
throughput capacity of coal is about 0.104 billion tons.
(3) Port of Shanghai: it is located in the middle of Chinese mainland’s coastline,
and it is the junction of the Yangtze river and the East China Sea. The geographical
coordinate is 121 °39 'E, 31 °14'N. The mean number of annual fog day is 43.3, and
24.2 days at the estuary of Yangtze river. Usually, the fog will last for 2 to 3 hours,
and it may have little influence on the navigation and cargo handling. No freezing
phenomenon has been seen in the last 100 years. The Huangpu river is tidal, with
irregular semidiurnal tide twice a day. The tide at the estuary of Yangtze river is
regular semidiurnal tide, and the average tidal height is 2 to 2.5 meters.

(4) Port of Ningbo: Port of Ningbo consists of Beilun harbor zone, Zhenhai harbor
zone, Ningbo harbor zone, Daxie harbor zone and Chuanshan harbor zone. The
geographical coordinate of the old harbor district is 121°33'24"E,29°52'54"N, the
Zhenhai operating zone is 121°43'00"E, 29°57' 00"N, and the Beilun operating zone is
121。51' 05"E, 29。56' 8.6" N. In Ningbo port, the water is deep and the wind and
wave is usually small. The depth of approach channel is more than 18.2 m, and the
vessels of 250,000 to 300,000 DWT can enter or leave the port by waiting for the tide.
Currently, there are 191 berths used for cargo handling. 39 of them are deep terminals
which can deal with ships of more than 10,000 DWT.

(5) Port of Nanjing: the geographical coordinate is 118°44'E,32°05'N, and it is the
largest inland port in China. The highest water level in the history is 10.22m , the
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lowest is 1.54m and the annual average water level is 5.31m. The average tidal range
is 0.7 to 0.9m in dry seasons, and 0.3 to 0.5m during flood period. At present, the
channel from the Longzhuayan to Yanziji is -10.5m deep and 200m wide. The turning
radius of the channel is five times larger than the ship’s LOA that can arrive there. It
is navigable for ships with freshwater draft less than 9.7m all the year round. In other
words, ships of 30,000 DWT can arrive at Nanjing port all the year round, and ships
of 50,000 DWT can arrive there by waiting for the tide.

(6) Port of Taizhou (Zhejiang): the geographical coordinate is 121°27′E，28°41′N.
It is composed of six harbor districts, including Damaiyu, Wenling, Jiantiao, Linhai,
Haimen and Huangyan. Specially, the Toumen operating zone which belongs to
Linhai was built and put into produce just a few months ago. There are more than 170
berths, and the berths over 10,000 tons are mainly located in Damaiyu and Toumen.
The tides are irregular semidiurnal tides. The average high tide level is 4.24m, and the
average tidal range is 4.0m.

(7) Port of Guangzhou: the geographical coordinate is 113°36′E ， 23°06′N.
entering the port from the Pearl River Estuary, successively, they are the Humen
harbor zone, Xinsha harbor zone, Huangpu harbor zone and the inner Guangzhou
harbor zone. There are more than 630 berths for different cargoes, including oil, food,
container, coal, ore, and fertilizer. The available depth of the channel is -13.0m, and
the effective width is 255m. It allows bidirectional navigation of ships of 50,000 tons.
(Navigation Guarantee Department of the Chinese Navy Headquarter,2005)

Therefore, it is clear that the conditions of these important ports would restrict the
principal dimensions of shallow draft bulk carrier. For most of the ports, the
restrictions are mainly from the draft but not the LOA. According to a statistical
analysis of supply and demand of the shipping market, the limits for the principal
dimensions of the shallow draught bulk carriers are explicit. Specifically, The LOA
shall be less than 190m, the width shall not be more than 32m, and the maximum
designed draft to meet the requirements of navigating in the downstream of Yangtze
river is 10.5m (Hou, 2013).
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3.2 Some main southeast Asia routes and ports and their requirements on the
principal dimensions

There are 11 countries in southeast Asia, including Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand, Burma, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Brunei, the Philippines and east
Timor. The latitude of southeast Asia is the smallest in Asia. It is the junction of the
Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. The characteristics of southeast Asia routes
include short distance and low freight. The main southeast Asia routes for
Chinese ship are:
(1) Hong Kong and Macao routes – to Hong Kong and Macao regions;
(2) Singapore and Malaysia routes – to Port Kelang, Penang, Malacca and so on;
(3) Siam Bay routes or Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand routes – to Haiphong,
Kampong som, Bangkok and so on;
(4) Colombo and Bengal Bay routes – to Colombo, Rangoon, Chittagong, Calcutta
and so on;
(5) Philippine routes – to Manila;
(6) Indonesia routes – to Jakarta, Semarang and so on. (UKHO,2011)

From the perspective of cargo, the main transportation between China and the
southeast Asia can be divided into:
(1) Soybean meal, steel and cement: from ports around the Yangtze river estuary
to the Philippines, Singapore and Malaysia;
(2) Steel: from Japan to Malaysia and the Philippines;
(3) Log: from Papua New Guinea to Zhangjiagang;
(4) Bulk ore: from the Philippines or Malaysia to Shanghai or Tianjin.(Xu, 2007)

3.3 Optimization design of the principal dimensions of shallow draught bulk
carrier

After taking the limitations of the routes and ports into account, some principles
should be followed to design the principal dimensions of shallow draught bulk carrier:
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(1) L: L is the most important parameter among the principal dimensions. Firstly,
the length should meet the requirements of the general layout and try to make it tight.
Since the wetted area is proportional to the

, the frictional resistance will increase

with the increase of L. Furthermore, the frictional resistance takes up the 60% to 70%
of the total resistance. So L has the biggest influence on the ship’s resistance.
Shortening the L is beneficial for the ship’s maneuvering ability, and can also reduce
the ship’s weight. When L increases by 1%, the weight would increase by
approximately 1.7%. In the design, the ratio of L to wavelength of the common wave
on the route should avoid to be 0.8 ~ 1.3. Otherwise, the ship will pitch severely. In
order to choose the L, the following experience formula can be used (Sun, 2008).
H. Bellford formula: Lbp=6WD1/3-17 (m)
(2) B: B is very important to those shallow draught large full ships. At first, it is
imperative to confirm the largest beam based on the specific circumstances of the
ports and routes. For example, many ships’ beams are less than 32.3m due to the
limitation of the Panama canal. Secondly, it is necessary to take the requirement of
cargo capacity into account. Increasing B is a good way to increase the capacity. At
the same time, it would be more convenient for cargo loading and discharging, the
layout of the engine, boiler and the accommodation space. The ship's initial stability
will increase while B increases. Nevertheless, if the ship is too wide and the L/B is
small, the wave resistance and the form resistance will increase significantly.
Moreover, a too large initial stability will result in violent pitching and rolling. It will
influence the main engine’s work condition, increase the oil consumption and worsen
the propeller working conditions due to uneven hydraulic load. Then the ship would
slow down. The experience formula to choose a desire B of a low-speed ship is (Peng,
1989):
or

(3) D: The design of moulded depth should emphatically satisfy the requirements
of longitudinal strength and torsional strength. The moulded depth should not be too
small for the ship’s strength. Usually, the value of D is designed based on the
freeboard. According to the rules in China, if the ship’s L is less than 300m, the ratio
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of L to D(Lbp/D) should be less than 17, and the ratio of B to D(B/D) should be less
than 2.5 (Hou, 2013).

(4) Cb: The block coefficient is usually between 0.81 and 0.84 for shallow draught
large full ship. To determine the Cb, it is important to ensure that the ship’s capacity
is coordinated with B. Cb represents the shape of the ship hull below the waterline.
The larger the Cb is, the fatter the ship is. Cb exerts little effect on frictional
resistance, but much on residuary resistance. The experience formula for Cb of the
shallow draught large full ships is (Sun, 2008):

The optimization design of the principal dimensions of shallow draught bulk carrier
should be done after a large amount of analysis and comparison. It is a multi-objective
optimization of system engineering. The requirements vary according to different
choices. For a better comprehensive benefit, the following index should be considered:
(1) The investment payback period: it is a comprehensive indicators for
calculating the ship’s revenue, cost and profit, and associated with the technology and
operating conditions of ship. The value of energy efficiency, cargo capacity and
operation efficiency directly affect the time of investment payback period.
(2) The ship’s initial cost: it has much to do with the ship’s principal dimensions.
The larger they are, the more steel would be used. Then the initial cost increases
correspondingly. Therefore, if the cargo capacity is given, the values of principal
dimensions will directly affect the initial cost.
(3) Required freight rate: it is used to judge whether the ship can make profit. If
the operating costs are more than the required freight rate, there will be a loss of
money. The required freight rate is related to ship’s energy efficiency and operation
efficiency, and it directly reflects the competitiveness in shipping market.
(4) The ship’s annual transportation capacity: it is an important indicator to
measure the ship’s ability to make profits. It is related to cargo capacity of each unit
of power and operation efficiency.
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Through the multi-objective optimization of principal dimensions, the ship would be
more adaptive to the market and more likely to be acceptable for users. There are
many methods to optimize the ship’s principal dimensions, such as genetic algorithm,
evolutionary algorithms, support vector machine and so on. Through these methods of
optimization, it is needed to do ship Mathematical Modeling, calculate the
mathematical models, compare with others, and then choose the appropriate principal
dimensions of ship with professional knowledge. To determine the principal
dimensions of a ship of 45,000 DWT that can engage in coastal voyage and southeast
Asia routes, the support vector machine (SVM) regression modeling software was
adopted. And the result is:
LOA: 189.99m

Lbp: 185.0m

designed draft:10.5m

B:32.26m

D: 16.0m,

scantling draft:11.2m.
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Chapter 4
Research on the overall improvement of
energy efficiency of shallow draught bulk carrier

After the analysis of the EEDI formula in Chapter 2, some measures can be acquired
as indicated in figure 4.1 to reduce the EEDI if the principal dimensions are given.

Figure 4.1: measures to reduce EEDI
(1) Changing the Vref or PME: Slowing down by reducing the engine power is the
most direct and effective method to reduce EEDI. Meanwhile, EEDI can be improved
by increasing the speed under the same engine power. In this case, design
optimization of the ship’s linetype, the matching of ship, machine and propeller and
using highly efficient propeller are the most common measures.
(2) Changing the Capacity: Through the structure optimization of the hull and the
extensive use of high-strength steel, the light weight can be reduced and the cargo
capacity can be increased at the same time. As the cargo capacity increases, the EEDI
would decrease.
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(3) Improving the EEDI by using some new energy-saving technologies, such as
waste heat recovery.

4.1 Improving the matching between speed and power to reduce EEDI

When the ship’s principal dimensions have been determined, the matching between
speed and power becomes the most important thing in ship design. The effect of
matching between these two factors will directly influence the EEDI.

4.1.1 Reducing the ME’s output power and slow steaming

The fuel consumption is ratio to the cubic speed. That is to say, if the time is given
and the speed is reduced by 2%, the fuel consumption will be reduced by 8%. In fact,
slow steaming means to reduce the ME’s output power by reducing the fuel injection
quantity. As can be seen from figure 4.2, when the speed is high, a little decrease of
speed means a considerable reduction of power.

Figure 4.2: the relationship between power and speed
Source: NAKAZAWA.(2014)

Definitely, slow steaming is an effective way to reduce EEDI. The MAERSK began
to adopt this measure to save operation costs since 2008. At the same time, slow
steaming is helpful for the company to consume some transport capacity. It is called
slow down and add ships. Taking the Europe routes as an example, if the original
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voyage lasted for 56 days and 8 ships were put into service, when slow steaming is
taken, the voyage will last for 70 days, and 10 ships will be needed. In fact, the
operation costs of the new scheme (10 ships) are lower than that of the original. Table
4.1 gives a comparison of a oil tanker’s EEDI at different speed.
Table 4.1: The EEDI of a oil tanker at different speed
the parent ship

Power 1

Power 2

Power 3

Output power

31640

29400

24600

22500

Capacity

320,000

320,000

320,000

320,000

Vref

15.8

15.5

15

14.3

Attained EEDI

2.5369

2.4051

2.2349

2.0029

Required EEDI 2.5085

2.5085

2.5085

2.5085

Source: Rong, J. H.(2014).

However, slow steaming will result in some bad effects on the ship’s operation,
mainly on the ME. When reducing the speed, the main engine’s actual working
condition deviates from the designed one, and the balance between various parameters
may be seriously damaged. It will lead to a series of problems, such as interchange of
air, combustion and supercharge efficiency, threatening the normal working condition
of main engine. Particularly, the pressure of lubricating oil would not be enough when
the speed is low, and the piston and cylinder liner will not be well lubricated.
Furthermore, the incomplete combustion will result in rapid pollution of the
combustion chamber and scavenging system. Other equipment, such as the the
supercharger and blower, will wear too(Zhang & Gu, 2013). We can take some
measures to address these adverse effects:

(1) Using the variable fuel injection timing mechanism (VIT) can make the
injection nozzle work ahead of time automatically as the load declines. Then the
maximum combustion pressure(Pmax) under 80% to 100% of load would keep the
rated value. As a consequence, the combustion pressure and thermal efficiency at a
low load will increase, while the specific fuel consumption will decease relatively.
(2) Refitting the injector with small aperture injector or injector that have variable
cross-sectional spray nozzle. Because the cycle injection quantity reduces at a low
load, the speed of fuel injection pump plunger will decrease as the revolving speed
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declines. As a result, the injection pressure drops apparently and the atomization
condition is bad, causing the deterioration of the combustion process.
(3) Putting an adjustment gasket at the big end of connecting rod or the bottom of
piston rod to increase the compression ratio. It can improve the thermal efficiency, the
highest temperature, and the compression pressure. Then the ignition delay period
will be shortened and the combustion will start in advance. The increase of Pmax is
beneficial to reduce the possibility of gas flow backward when the gas ports open,
which will help to keep the gas ports clean.
(4) Improving the pressurization system. When at a low load, the exhausted
characteristic of some diesel engines will decline, the flow ability will be excessive,
and the working condition will be imbalanced, leading to low efficiency and poor
scavenging effect. It can be solved by improving the pressurization system.
(5) Shortening the time interval of checking the scavenge box, exhaust valve,
supercharger, cylinder liner, and gas port.
(6) Reducing the number of running cylinders at low load to ensure the rest
cylinders are working at a normal pressure.

Therefore, both the slow steaming and reducing the ME’s power are actually the
operation of the engine at a relatively low load, and the ME’s working condition
needs to be improved. From the perspective of ship energy efficiency, we should try
not to use these methods to meet the requirements of EEDI.

4.1.2 The lectotype optimization of main engine of shallow draught bulk carrier

The mature technology, stable running, small noise and small vibration are the
primary factors should be considered in the selection of the main engine(figure 4.3).
Moreover, it should be economical, light, and can match with other equipments well.

To illustrate the process, the author takes an example from Fengye shipyard in
Taizhou City. Fengye shipyard is building a shallow draught bulk carrier of 45,000
DWT, and a main engine needs to be chosen. Some ship’s particulars are:
LOA: 189.99m

Lbp: 185m

W: 32.26m

D: 16m

Designed draft: 10.5m
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Scantling draft: 11.2m.

low-speed engine

medium-speed engine

high-speed engine

Analyzing the quality, size and reliability

Shipowner’s opinion

The available types of the main engine
The price of the main engine
The specific fuel consumption

The data of delivery

Final confirmation

Figure 4.3: The process of selecting the main engine

The low-speed diesel engine market in the world has always been monopolized by
MAN B&W, Wartsila-New Sulzer and Japan Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. The
market shares of power are 57%, 33% and 10% respectively (Guo & Zeng, 2003,
P17). This study only analyzes some types of MAN B&W, including 6S50MC-C 8,
6S46MC-D 8 and 6S50MC-C 7. All of them meet the emission requirements of TIE II
in the MARPOL Convention, and are widely used on oceangoing ships.

As can be seen from table 4.2, the daily fuel consumption of model 6S50MC-C 7 is
the lowest; however, its speed is lowest, too. After the calculation of EEDI, it is clear
that the model 6S50MC-C 7 is better than others.
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Table 4.2 The technical parameters of these three models
Model

6S50MC-C 8

6S46MC-C 8

6S50MC-C 7

Number of cylinders

6

6

6

Diameter of cylinder

500

460

500

Rated power

9960

8280

9480

Revolving speed

127

124.5

124.5

Power of lowest fuel consumption

6302

6480

6057

The lowest fuel consumption rate(g/KW)

170.61

169

159

The corresponding speed

14.55

14.25

14.1

Daily fuel consumption

25.8

26.3

23.1

MCR

7415

7425

6966

Capacity

44573

44573

44573

SFCAE

200

200

200

EEDI

4.56

4.64

4.14

The lectotype optimization of the main engine is, in essence, to choose those highpower engines which work normally at a lower power, or those engines working at a
lower revolving speed than other engines with the same power. The former influences
the main engine’s size and weight, the length of engine room, and the latter influences
the propeller’s diameter and the ship’s aft draft. Only the fuel consumption and EEDI
have been compared in the table 4.2. In fact, the lectotype optimization of main
engine should also consider the costs and layout. Generally speaking, shipowners
would like to slow down to save fuel costs when the shipping market is depressed,
and to speed up to increase income when the shipping market is good. However, as
the compulsory implementation of EEDI, the output power of a new ship’s main
engine would be limited in the design, and the speed is limited, too.

To sum up, under the background of saving energy and reducing consumption, the
existing ships, especially the old ships, are suitable for slow steaming, while the new
ships have to consider the lectotype optimization of main engine.

4.1.3 The optimization of linetype and hydrodynamic force of shallow draught
bulk carrier
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The ship’s linetype has an important effect on the capacity, light weight and speed.
The linetype of shallow draught carrier is usually fat; the wet surface area is large; the
Froude number is small; and the viscous resistance occupies a large proportion of the
total resistance. In terms of maneuverability, the shallow draught bulk carrier is better
than that of a conventional ship, but the course stability is often poorer. When
navigating in shallow water, the course stability improves. As to seakeeping, because
the shallow draft ship is wide and the draft is small, the initial stability GM is large.
Then the rolling period is smaller than a conventional ship of the same tonnage. In
addition, due to the shallow draft, the bottom of the bow would be slammed severely
and the propeller is easy to come up to the air, causing serious stall (Hong, 2008). In
the process of design optimization of shallow draught bulk carrier, to shorten the
development cycle, reduce the times of pool model tests and save research costs, the
CFD technology can be introduced.

With the development of ship design technology, the linetype of the mother ship is
already very mature, and the effect of design optimization of linetype to improve the
EEDI is very limited. Installing some hydrodynamic energy-saving devices is a better
way to reduce EEDI. Energy-saving technologies of propulsion mainly include
improving the inflow of propeller, the pressure on the blade, reducing the friction on
the blade, making better use of the energy that cannot be used before, and improving
the driving shaft system. There are several reasons why the energy produced by
propeller lost in water: (1) the friction on the blades’ surface, (2) the axial jet of the
propeller shaft, (3) the vortex around the propeller blade tip, (4) the vortex around the
propeller hub (Qian, 2013). To overcome the loss of energy caused by these reasons,
some hydrodynamic energy-saving devices can be used:

4.1.3.1 Combined hydrodynamic energy-saving device

In some cases, the application of a combination of two or more additional
hydrodynamic energy-saving devices can obtain a better result than separate use, such
as the combination device of compensating duct and fairing, and the combination of
the fairing and additional thrust rudder fin. Some of them will be further illustrated
(Qian, 2013):
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(1) The combination of fairing, compensating duct on port side, starboard
commutating fin before propeller. This measure was adopted by the Marine Design
and Research Institute of China to build a 1,000-ton cargo ship for research. After
many times of tests, they found that 11.3% of energy can be saved by using this
combination device.
(2) The combination of fairing, compensating duct on port side, L-form
commutating duct on starboard side and asymmetric tail fin. The Guangzhou Branch
of China Shipping Company used this method to build a cargo ship of 35,000 tons,
and 11.6% of the energy was saved according to their calculation. Furthermore, when
the ship is entering the port at a low speed, the course stability is much better than that
of the similar ships built before.
(3) The combination of fairing, compensating duct on port side and additional
thrust rudder fin. The additional thrust rudder fin is a device to recycle the energy
from the propeller’s wake flow, and it is installed on the rudder or rudder horn. The
water flow will change the original direction after passing this device, and will exert a
thrust on the ship. It is said that the additional thrust rudder fin can provide additional
thrust of 3% to 4% of the total amount.
(4) The combination of fairing, compensating duct and the commutating
clapboard. The Marine Design and Research Institute of China has also taken this
measure to do some tests, and the result was that about 9% of the energy can be saved.

4.1.3.2 Other hydrodynamic energy-saving measures

(1) PBCF(propeller boss cap fin): In the 1990s, the Mitsui successfully developed
the propeller boss cap fin, with its energy-saving efficiency close to 5%. Moreover, it
can reduce the noise and vibration of stern propeller. It can be installed on the newlybuilt ships or ships in service, fixed pitch or variable pitch propellers. Welding some
slices of fin on the propeller boss cap to rectify the vortex around the propeller boss,
and then the vortex energy from the propeller’s wake flow can be partly recycled
(Zheng, 2009).
(2) PSS(Pre-swirl stator): As the propeller rotates, there will be vortexes of the same
rotation direction with the propeller produced in the water after the propeller. These
vortexes did not help to advance, but will reduce the propulsion efficiency of
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propeller. Pre-swirl stator is one of the measures to improve the wake flow.
According to the HSVA (Hamburgische Schiffbau-Versuchsanstalt) research,
reducing the inflow of can raise the thrust-deduction fraction and wake fraction,
finally improving the efficiency. The HSVA stated that the energy can be saved by 5%
when the ship is under the design draft or ballast draft. But, in practice, installing this
device on a Kamsarmax bulk carrier can save 5% and only 1% of the energy when the
ship is in full load and in ballast respectively. Therefore, this technology is not
suitable for all types of ship. Furthermore, the HSVA reported that some German
shipowners applied PSS technology on some new ships, and then the propeller
cracked at the root. The shipowners had to remove this device. HSVA thought it was
because of the structural strength (Qi, 2012).

(3) Mewis Duct system: This technology was developed by Becker Marine Systems
company, and it relies on improving the inflow to save energy. The needed propulsion
power can be reduced by tail wake field, which is expected to reduce the energy
consumption by 6% to 8% (Qi, 2012). This System consists of a vertical duct installed
in front of the propeller and the asymmetric fins. The device gathers water and makes
itself pre-swirl, forming a pre-swirl which is in the opposite direction of the propeller.
The pre-swirl will work on the blades, and will greatly improve the efficiency of the
propeller. The system can also reduce the propeller-induced pressure pulse and the
cavitation of blade tip; therefore, the aft vibration can be alleviated.

(4) Asymmetric stern: There are many kinds of asymmetric sterns, including S-form
stern post, C-form stern post, offset stern post, offset and incline stern post. When the
asymmetric stern is applied, the wake zone phenomenon will be controlled. The Sform stern post works best at its full load, while the effect of offset stern post is the
best in ballast. Further research shows that when the Cb is greater than 0.78, the
asymmetry of offset stern post is better than the S-form stern post. The energy
efficiency can be saved by approximately 5% - 8% When using asymmetric stern, a
better effect can be achieved to use the combination of asymmetric stern and
additional hydrodynamic energy-saving device, which is expected to save energy
effect by 9% to 18% (Qi, 2012).
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4.1.4 The Utilization of high-efficient ship propeller and the technologies of
matching the ship, machine and propeller

The power plant is the mechanism synthesis to provide energy for ship navigation,
operation and berth. The main engine generates the output power, and then the power
is passed to the shafting. The shafting finally transmits the power to the propeller
which produces thrust through rotating in the water. The thrust overcomes various
resistance to keep the ship sailing at a speed. If the diesel engine and propeller cannot
match well, it will lead to a series of problems: the main engine cannot revolve at a
desired speed, ship speed is restrict, the main engine is overload and so on. More
seriously, it may cause drawing cylinder. Therefore, matching performance between
the ship, the propeller and the engine determines the ship's rapidity and security. We
need to optimize the design, in order to achieve a better match features.

Under a certain condition, the ship, machine and propeller have the same energy and
rotational speed. This point is usually called the matching point, which is also known
as the equilibrium point of ships, machine and propeller. The matching point at the
design rotating speed and load is called design matching point. When the ship works
at this point, the design speed can be obtained, and the propeller’s efficiency is high.
But it is not necessarily the economical speed. If the energy or speed of the ship,
machine, or propeller changes, the equilibrium point will change and form a new
equilibrium point. The new equilibrium point will deviate from the designed one, and
the parameters such as speed, power and efficiency will change, too.

As we know, the ship’s resistance is equal to the propeller thrust, so the problem of
matching between the ship, machine and propeller can be changed to the matching
between machine and propeller. As a result, the propeller’s propulsion curve
comprehensively represents propulsion features of the ship and propeller, and the
designed load point of propeller can determine the matching point under rated
working conditions. We used to draw the characteristic curves of the machine and
propeller on the same figure about power and speed characteristics, and then find the
intersection point, namely the matching point under rated working conditions. Today,
we do not use this method in the modern ship design any more, but use computer
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software to calculate the regression equation. The existing software can be used to
calculate the matching for cargo ships and fishing boat under different working
conditions. After inputting the parameters of the ship, diesel engine and the gear box
into the software, the best propeller parameters can be obtained. Then the best
matching point of the ship, machine and propeller can be confirmed through the
analysis of navigation characteristics and fuel consumption.

After the machine and propeller have been matched, we can use high-efficient
propeller to further improve the energy efficiency. In this paper, some kinds of highefficient propellers will be introduced:

(1) CLT (contracted and the loaded tip) propeller: This technology has been
applied to 280 ships from different companies, such as the AP Moller, the Maersk and
the Cargill International. The blade shape and geometry parameters of CLT propeller
are different from that of the conventional propeller. There is a boundary element at
the profile of blade tip, which will separate the stress field before and after blade to
prevent the pressure on blade tip from interfering with each other, and make the
pressure at blade tip’s back less than that of conventional propeller while the pressure
at blade tip’s front greater than that of the conventional propeller. Furthermore, it will
reduce the hydrodynamic pitch angle to improve the efficiency of propeller. The
effect of this type of propeller is better in open water, which is estimated to save
energy by 3% to 4% (Hu & Yu, 2013,pp.49-50).

(2) CRP (contra-rotating propeller) : CRP is composed of two propellers, which
are tandem installed on two independent propulsion devices. One propeller is in the
downstream position of the other one, and two such propellers rotate in the opposite
directions. The former propeller produces vortexes which cannot be used itself, but
the dynamic energy of the vortexes can be effectively used by the later one. The effect
of this device is generally between 2% and 20% and depends on many factors, such as
the operating speed, the existing propeller’s efficiency and the shape of the stern(Qi,
2012).
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(3) NPT(new profile technology) propeller: It is a production of Stone Marine
Propulsion Company. The technology reduces the friction by reducing the blades’
area, thereby reducing the loss of energy. The reduction of blades’ area is attributed to
the average distribution of the pressure on the blade. Meanwhile, the cavitation is also
improved. The cost of NPT propeller is almost equal to that of conventional propeller.
The Norden company from Denmark reported that after installing the NPT propeller
on three bulk carriers of 32,300 DWT, the energy efficiency has increased by 6%(Qi,
2012).

According to the afore mentioned, the ship energy efficiency can be improved by
about 5% through the matching optimization of the ship, machine and propeller and
utilizing high-efficient ship propeller.

4.2 Capacity improvement

After the design optimization of the principal dimensions and the hydrodynamic
linetype have been completed, we can continue to improve energy efficiency from the
aspect of deadweight. As can be seen from the EEDI calculation formula, once a
ship's principal dimensions have been determined, the increase of deadweight tonnage
means the improvement of energy efficiency. In other words, we need to reduce the
light weight through the structure optimization. Structure optimization results in not
only a lower light weight, but also a lower construction cost.

4.2.1 Overall optimization
The overall optimization involves improving the ship’s performance and controlling
the light weight. Although there are no mandatory requirements about the design of
ocean-going ship's poop, the poop is convenient to arrange accommodation, and it
increases the displacement when the ship is listed with a large angle, improving the
ship’s large angle stability. Nevertheless, poop, to a certain extent, increases the light
weigh. We can substitute deckhouse for poop provided that the broken stability is
enough.
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According to the SOLAS Convention(1974), for those ships of not less than 55 m in
length, the view of the sea surface from the conning position shall not be obscured by
more than two ship lengths, or 500 m, whichever is less, forward of the bow to 10° on
either side under all conditions of draught, trim and deck cargo. Furthermore, as the
LL Convention (1966) stated that ships shall have a forecastle of at least standard
height and a length of at least 0.07L. The forecastle will definitely have an influence
on the visual range. Thus, the length of forecastle should be as small as possible
provided that it complies with the relevant regulations. The half wide of forecastle
upper deck should not be too plump.

4.2.2 Structure optimization

When checking the total longitudinal strength in ship design, in order to reduce the
light weight, on the one hand, the strength must meet the requirements; on the other
hand, the size of longitudinal component on midship section should not be too large.
The top of double hull board side below the top side tank should use longitudinal
framing, while the bottom should use transverse framing. By using this form of
combined framing, the top of double hull board side has a good longitudinal strength
and the bilge has a good structural manufacturability. Through the optimization of
arranging longitudinal and transverse component, the light weight will be reduced and
the capacity will be increased at the same time.

4.2.3 The optimization of section bar

In the traditional ship design, we usually only emphasize the requirement of the
stiffness and strength of the ship, but do not pay enough attention to the component’s
weight. It is necessary to calculate the required minimum section coefficient and
minimum moment of inertia based on relevant standards firstly, and then check the
section bar table artificially to determine the size and specification of section bar.
There are many solutions to section bar’s specification, and the light weight will
increase if no optimization is carried out. In the design, using flat-bulb steel and flat
steel to built beam, frame, stiffener and longitudinal can effectively reduce the weight
of the subordinate components. Theoretical research shows that the section modulus
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can be increased obviously by increasing the height of T bar’s web, and this method is
more efficient than increasing the area (Dai, 1988). Therefore, if the web’s thickness
can be reduced, we can increase the web’s height and keep the web’s area stable, and
then the section modulus can be improved with out any additional costs of materials.

4.2.4 The application of high-strength steel

The hull structure has to bear complex dynamic load during operation, especially
when the oceangoing ship has to experience the great temperature difference on the
voyage. In order to ensure that the ship can navigate under various environments, the
hull structure must be integrated. So the requirements for structural steel and its
supporting material are very strict. By using high-strength steel in the hull structure,
we can obtain components of a smaller section size. Then, the light weight reduces,
while the cargo capacity and speed will increase. That is to say, the ship’s energy
efficiency will be improved. In addition, the consumption of welding material will
decline.
The yield limit of high-strength steel is usually 315-390 Nfm2, and that of ordinary
steel is 235 Nfm2.The high-strength steel’s advantage is the high strength, but the
fatigue strength is not significantly improved. The stress would concentrate in the area
where high-strength steel is used, which will reduce the component’s life. The highstrength steel is generally applied to the building of ship strength member, such as the
longitudinal strength member in cargo hold area. If the application of high-strength
steel can account for 80% of a VLCC, the light weight will be reduced by 18% to
20%. But high-strength steel is not applicable to everywhere. For example, the
longitudinal bending stress and local stress of the side structure near the central axis
are low, and the side structure near the water line will bear the cyclic loading of wave
and be easy to have a fatigue crack. When a large proportion of high-strength steel is
used in ship building, the ship’s stiffness will decline (Zhang & He, 2004). Thus, it is
necessary to calculate the fatigue strength strictly and be approved by classification
society.
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Due to the application of high-strength steel, the ship structure’s components become
thinner correspondingly. Especially, when the connection of components is not
continuity or aligned, there will be a high stress. Moreover, residual stress will appear
at weld joint. Delay crack and reheat crack may also come out in the use of highstrength steel. It can be prevented by taking some measures in the process of building.
In order to prevent cold crack, low hydrogen electrodes can be used, and
heat preservation measures shall be taken for the electrodes. As to reheat crack, we
can raise the weld line’s energy and the preheat temperature, and use welding
materials of low intensity.

In short, the application of high-strength steel can largely reduce the light weight, and
ultimately achieve the goal of improving the capacity and EEDI. It demands the
designers to master the balance between the light weight and ship’s life, and remove
the unfavorable factors during the application of high-strength steel.

4.3 The application of new energy and new technology

With the development of new technology and the discovery of some new energy,
more and more new technologies, such as the LNG fuel, waste heat recovery system
and efficient coating, are introduced in ship building, and it is very beneficial to
improve the ship’s EEDI. Here some kinds of new energy and new technologies are
introduced:

(1) The application of LNG fuel: As a kind of clean energy, LNG fuel can be used
for ship’s alternative fuels. At present, it is usually applied on LNG carrier as one of
the dual fuels. Generally speaking, by using LNG fuel, the emissions of SOx, the
particulate, NOx and CO2 will reduce considerably, which can reach 100%, 99%, 80%
and 25% respectively (Li, 2010). At the same time, the costs of fuel will decline. But,
the initial investment is high, and there are many limiting factors, including the
alteration on their mechanical configuration on board, the navigation endurance, the
establishment of the relevant rules of classification society, the storage and supply of
LNG fuel, both on board and on the shore.
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(2) Waste heat recovery system: For a common diesel engine, 50% of the thermal
energy is lost, among which about 25% of the calories is taken away by waste gas,
about 20% is taken away by the cooling water, and other heat loss (including
lubricants) accounts for about 5%. Only about 50% of energy outputted by the engine
has been transmitted to the shaft and propeller(Han,2011,P45). So recycling the waste
heat is a very important measure to save energy. There are three common types of
waste heat recovery system, including the independent exhaust turbine, independent
steam turbine, and the combined turbine (exhaust supercharger and steam
supercharger). The main principle of the first type is directly using the exhaust gas to
work. With regard to the second kind, the waste heat is used to generate steam, and
then part of the steam is used for ship steam system (for example, used for heating the
fuel oil tank, lubricating oil circulation tank, the oil supply unit and central air
conditioning), and the other part of the steam is used to produce superheated steam
through the superheater in boiler. The superheated steam is used to drive the steam
turbine, which will drive the generator to produce electricity through the reduction
gear. Finally, parallel and input the electricity into the power network by using the
PMS (power management system). The third one is a combination of the first two
kinds. At present, Japan has developed a turbocharger power generation system:
connecting the turbocharger of the diesel generator with a new developed generator,
and then recycling the waste heat of generator for power (Lu, 2010).

(3) The application of resistance-reducing coating: When the ship is sailing in the
sea, plenty of marine fouling organisms will be attached to the bottom. It not only
corrodes the ship, but also increases the resistance. In order to lessen the adverse
effect of fouling, antifouling coating is needed. But the traditional coating usually
contains some poisonous materials, such as cuprous oxide, arsenic, mercury. Since the
AFS Convention was adopted, antifouling coating has become a hot issue in recent
years. Furthermore, the antifouling coating could affect the ship’s speed, and then
affect the fuel consumption and exhaust emission. There are two main types of high
performance and environmentally friendly antifouling coating, namely the lowsurface anti-fouling coating and waterborne self-polishing antifouling coating (SPC).
The low-surface anti-fouling coating does not contain any insecticide, and does not
affect the marine species. It is suitable for the ships with a speed over 10 knots.
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Nearly 60 ships in the Maersk have been using this type of coating since 2003, but the
company is converting the original anti-fouling to the waterborne self-polishing
antifouling coating gradually. Mainly because SPC is beneficial to improving the
EEDI. This type of painting has a unique performance of self-polishing, and it can
reduce the roughness of the hull. Moreover, it can provide 90 months protection
because of its characteristics of low water absorption (Liu, 2007).

(4) Other energy-saving technologies: there are many other energy-saving
technologies for a ship, such as the application of nuclear power or clean energy
(wind power and solar energy), the development of ship types of with-resistant and
gas-membrane for reducing energy. All these new technologies can considerably
improve the EEDI; however, they are not mature for widespread application today,
and there is still a long way to go.
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CHAPTER 5
The Verification of the EEDI

The effect of the measures above for improving EEDI should be verified. As shown in
figure 5.1, the verification of the Attained EEDI for a new ship includes two stages:
the preliminary verification at the design stage and the final verification at the trial
stage.

The submitting party

The verifier

Basic design, basin trial,
calculating the EEDI

Witness the basin trial

Making the EEDI technical file
Verify: the EEDI
technical file and other
related background files

Submitting other related
background files

Issue the report about
the preliminary fication
Commence to built the ship

Verify: the conditions for
trial trip, the speed and
the revised technical file

Trial trip
Revise and submit the EEDI
technical file

Issue the verification
report

Delivery of the ship

Figure 5.1 The flow chart of EEDI verification
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5.1 The preliminary verification at the design stage

The submitting party (owner/design unit, shipyard, or other unit) should firstly submit
the relevant information to the classification societies, including the application of the
preliminary verification of attained EEDI, a EEDI technical file and other related
background files. The basic content of EEDI technical files is the related parameters
for ship design: the ship’s Capacity, the MCR of the ME and AE, speed Vref used for
Attained EEDI calculation, the fuel oil type for ME and its SFC under 75% MCR, the
fuel oil type for AE and its SFC under 50% MCR, the electric power table (EPTEEDI) for specific types of ship, the power curve(kW-kn), the method and process of
the calculation of the power curve, the description of the energy-saving equipment,
the result of the Attained EEDI calculated, and so on. Part of the preliminary
verification report for the 45,000DWT bulk carrier built in Taizhou Fengye shipyard
is given in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 The parameters list and calculation result for EEDI
preliminary validation of a 45,000 DWT bulk carrier
No

Parameters

Value

Remarks

1

CF (ME)

3.114

HFO

2

CF (AE)

3.114

HFO

3

Capacity

45,000t

scantling draft is less than 11.2m

4

PME

5561KW

75%SMCR

5

PAE

371KW

0.05*∑SMCRME(i)

6

Vref

13.21kn

scantling draft=11.2m

7

SFCME

165.7g/h.kw

8

SFCAE

195g/h.kw

9

PPTOi

0

Non

10

PPTTi

0

Non

11

Peff(i)

0

Non

12

PAEeff(i)

0

Non

13

fj

1

Non

14

fw

1

15

fi

1

17

Power-speed curve

18

EEDI

Non

4.78

Source: Taizhou Fengye shipyard,(2014).
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5.2 The final verification at the trial stage

Similar to the preliminary verification, the submitting party should submit the relevant
information to the classification societies, including the procedure of speed test, the
final displacement table and the light weight(or a deadweight report), a duplicate of
the NOx technical files, the necessary conditions for test(Capacity, speed, depth).
(1) Verification requirements: the ship surveyor should attend the trial trip, and he
shall record and confirm the following information contained in the EEDI technical
file: details of propulsion and power supply system, details of the engines, draft and
trim, sea condition, speed, ME’s shaft power and RPM.

(2) Verification method:
a. The propulsion and power supply system and engines: to confirm the details are
consistent with previous verification;
b. Draft and trim: it should be measured before the trial trip, and the draft and trim
should be as close as possible to the assumptive values used to estimate the power
curve.
c. Sea condition: it should be measured according to IS015016:2002 or equivalent
standards.
d. Speed: it should be measured according to IS015016:2002 or equivalent
standards. The speed should be measured at least twice with the ME working at the
normal power.
e. The output power of ME: it can be measured by the shaft power table or other
methods which are recommended by the engine manufacturers and approved by the
classification society at the same time.

(3) Drawing the power curve: the submitting party should measure the speed
according to the method above, revise the effect of wind, tide, wave and shallow
water, and then draw the power curve based on the measured speed and ME’s output
power.
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(4) Recalculating the Attained EEDI: the submitting party should compare the
power curve obtained in trial trip with the original curve estimated in design. When
there is a difference between them, the Attained EEDI should be calculated again. If
the trail trip was conducted under the condition of the corresponding capacity and
deep-water, the EEDI should be calculated by using the speed measured with the
specific engine power. Otherwise, if the trail trip was not conducted under the specific
condition, the speed should be revised at first and then the Attained EEDI should be
recalculated.

To demonstrate the process of final verification, the trail trip of the 45,000DWT bulk
carrier built in Taizhou Fengye shipyard is taken as an example.
Table 5.2 Ship’s particulars
Ship type

Bulk carrier

Ship number

FY1406

LOA

189.99m

Width

32.26m

Depth

16m

Draft

11.2

Deadweight tonnage

44573.03

Gross tonnage

55368.7

Table 5.3 ME’S information
Model
The max continuous power
Number

MAN B&W
6S50MC-C 7
7415
1

Manufacturer
Rated revolving speed
Fuel oil type

Hudong Heavy
Machinery Co.Ltd
112
FO

Table 5.4 AE’S information
Model

IFC5 502-6TA43

Manufacturer

CSIC

Rated power

590

Rated revolving speed

1000

Number

3

Fuel oil type

HDO

Table 5.5 Test items and methods for measurement
items

Unit

Course

°

Methods to measure
Gyrocompass

Speed over ground

kn

GPS

revolving speed of the
propeller
Relative wind speed

rpm

power measurement instrument

m/s

Anemorumbometer

Relative wind course

°

Anemorumbometer

True wind speed

m/s

Anemorumbometer
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True wind course

°

Anemorumbometer

rudder angle

°

rudder angle indicator

Depth of water

m

Echo sounder

Current velocity

m/s

Log and analyzing on the chart

Current direction

°

Average wave period

s

Observing the sea condition and analyzing
on the chart
Observing the sea condition

Average wave height

m

Observing the sea condition

Wave direction

°

Observing the sea condition

Swell direction

°

Observing the sea condition

Average swell height

m

Observing the sea condition

Fuel consumption of ME

g/kwh

Flowmeter

Fuel consumption of AE

g/kwh

Flowmeter

Sea water temperature

°C

thermodetector

Sea water density

t/m3

hydrometer

Draft

m

Observe

Air temperature

°C

thermometer

Table 5.6 Some basic information
Date

2013.03.03

Place

Taizhou coastal sea

Weather

Fine

Average

53.55m

Sea water temperature

10°C

Sea water density

1.025

Air temperature

12°C

Draft

4.3m/5.15m/6.25m

Flow velocity

1kn

Flow direction

216

Source: Taizhou Fengye shipyard,(2014).

In the trial trip, it is needed to record the ship’s speed with full draft at different
engine powers(50%, 75%, 85%, 100%). The ship has to sail back and forth 3 times,
and the distance of each trip is at least 1n mile or 10 minutes. At the same time, the
information of course, wind, wave, swell and current should be recorded.

Table 5.7 The parameters collected in the trail trip
Items
Time
Course
Speed
ground

over

unit
min
°
kn

Forth 1
5
70
11.66
14.52
13.78
15.99

Back 1
5
250
12.84
13.59
15.52
14.39

Forth 2
5
70
12.11
14.64
13.68
15.81
53

Back 2
5
250
12.62
13.34
15.31
14.46

Forth 3
5
70
12.47
14.98
13.71
15.81

Back 3
5
250
12.26
13.16
15.45
14.63

ME load

50%
75%
85%
100%

The revolving
speed
of
propeller

rpm

s

90.1
103
106.8
112.2
3783
5543
6322
7358
20
15
19
13
35
26
-20
40
2

90.7
102.7
109.8
112.7
3721
5519
6309
7358
16.5
14
11
21
-25
-10
25
-8
2

89.6
102.4
106.6
111.7
3796
5650
6357
7310
14
16
18
8
39
28
-12
30
2

89.7
102.5
106.9
112.1
3636
5510
6306
7381
14
15
15
25
-25
-12
45
10
2

90.1
102.1
106.4
112.2
3711
5601
6354
7382
13
13
19
4
30
30
-18
25
2

90.1
102
107.2
112.5
3702
5504
6343
7402
12
14
10
20
-20
-15
30
10
2

shaft power

kw

The
relative
wind speed

kn

The
relative
wind course

°

Average wave
period
Average wave
height
Wave direction
Relative Swell
direction
Average swell
height
Average swell
period
rudder angle
yaw angle

m

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

°
°

216
-30

216
150

216
-30

216
150

216
-30

216
150

m

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

s

15

15

15

15

15

15

°
°

0

0

0

0

0

0

±1
58.1
52
50
53
182.5
177
173
177
218.3
230
216
217
1
216
6.5

±1
58.2
54
47
54
182
176
175
179
230.7
223
224
224
1
216
6.5

±1
58.2
52
49
53
182.5
177
173
177
218.3
230
216
217
1
216
6.5

±1
57.1
53
50
53
182
176
175
179
230.7
223
224
224
1
216
6.5

±1
57.9
52
50
53
182.5
177
173
179.9
218.3
230
216
217
1
216
6.5

±1
57.5
51.9
49.8
53
182
176
175
179
230.7
223
224
224
1
216
6.5

Depth of water

m

Fuel
consumption of
ME

g/kwh

Fuel
consumption of
AE

g/kwh

Current velocity
Current direction
Wind speed

m/s
°
m/s

50%
75%
85%
100%
50%
75%
85%
100%
50%
75%
85%
100%
50%
75%
85%
100%

50%
75%
85%
100%
50%
75%
85%
100%
50%
75%
85%
100%

Source: Taizhou Fengye shipyard,(2014).

According to these measurements, we can get some parameters in the calculation
formula:
(1) Main machine parameters:
CFME=3.026

SFCME(75%MCR)=170.61g/kwh

(2) Auxiliary machine parameters:
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CFAE=3.026

SFCAE(50%MCR)=200.199g/kwh

(3) Non shaft generator
PPTO(i)=0
(4) Other coefficient
fj=1

fi=1.018

fw=1

fc=1

Then, we can get Attained EEDI=4.56
And, the Required EEDI=a*b-c , a=961.79, b=44573.03, c=0.447
Required EEDI=5.59
So, Attained EEDI< Required EEDI, and it complies with the requirements.

Finally, the EEDI technical files should be revised based on the trail trip, including
the power curves, the deadweight tonnage/ gross tonnage, SFC and Attained EEDI.
The revised EEDI technical files should be confirmed by the classification society.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion

In the context of global energy conservation and emissions reduction, it is imperative
for shipping industry to make efforts to reduce CO2 emission. China started to study
EEDI a bit late, and many theoretical researches should be conducted further in
practice. Furthermore, Zhejiang Province is building a river-ocean combined
transportation service center currently. Therefore, the study on the technologies of
shallow draft bulk carrier based on EEDI is very important.

In this research paper, A 45,000 DWT bulk carrier built by Taizhou Fengye shipyard
is taken for example to study some key technologies for improving and validating the
EEDI. The EEDI calculation formula is introduced, and it concludes that to improve
the EEDI, we can pay attention to the speed, DWT, new technologies and some other
aspects. Then, through the analysis of the relevant routes and ports for shallow
draught bulk carrier and their requirements, the optimum principal dimensions for
shallow draught bulk carrier mainly used in China coastal sea and southeast Asia is
obtained by advanced modern support vector machine (SVM) method. After the
principal dimensions are determined, this paper analyzes how to improve the EEDI by
using an optimal speed to reduce fuel consumption, or through lectotype optimization
of main engine. Based on the research on ship’s resistance, the molded lines of the
mother ship can be optimized. This paper also analyzes the matching point of ship,
machine and propeller, and illustrates some technologies of high-efficient propellers.
An analysis of measures to raise the ship capacity then is made, including the overall
optimization, structure optimization, the optimization of section bar and the
application of high-strength steel. Finally, it elaborates on the application of new
energy and new energy saving technology in shipping industry, and the effect of
energy saving is verified.
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